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CASTOR.
AN ACCOUNT OF A BEGINNER'S ATTAINMENT OF HIS FIRST
ALPINE SUMMIT.

JOHN B. ALEXANDER.
If you will turn the pages of any .mountaineering book you
will find, inevitably, reminiscences of the mountaineer's most
dreaded ascent of his life. I refer to the ascent of the body
to its feet, drugged, blinking bleary eyelids, and the reluctant
thrusting away of Morpheus and the blankets, followed by
the stumble over the glacier waving an inadequate lantern and
filled with hatred for one's companions.
I had, therefore, on this my first trip to an Alpine summit,
imbibed copious draughts from Mountain Craft and fondly
imagined myself prepared for the coming tirades of daybreak.
But nothing happened at all. In actual fact, we thrust sleep
behind us contemptuously, " pre-breakfasted" cheerfully on
sandwiches and coffee and this at two o'clock in the morning.
Nor did my companions look particularly murderous; they
seemed, in fact, more inclined to slap my back than to knife it.
So, sadly abandoning my carefully-treasured visions of the
Good Old Traditional Alpine Start, I threw myself into the
doings of the moment. We had prepared our kit, food, and so
forth the previous day, so that all we had to do after our snack
was to step outside the hut and get en route.
The Betempshutte is built on the northern slopes of Monte
Rosa, and is beautifully situated for that group of mountains,
as also for the Lyskamm and Zwillinge (Castor and Pollux).
Many Italians visit the hut, for it is only five kilometres from
Italy. The hut was rebuilt during the war and must now be
one of the most comfortable in the Alps. It is a three-storey
building, having kitchen and dinning space downstairs and cosy
dormitories upstairs. Both sexes have to sleep in the same
dormitories; such amenities of life as undressing to go to bed
being unnecessary and unknown in the high mountains. The
beds consist of mattresses placed alongside one another on both
sides of the room, with a lane between the two rows. What
with blankets and adjacent human bodies, I found that an excellent cosiness was obtained. However, I digress.
We lit our candle-lanterns ready for the journey over the
glacier and started out. My friend B. Meyer (Bona for short)
was to be our leader for the day, for he knew these mountains
well. He was seconded by S. Sigrist (Sigi) an excellent man
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on snow and ice. T. Kamber (Hrutz) and myself brought up
the rear, completing- our international party of three Swiss and
one Englishman.
The first part of our journey lay over the lateral moraine
which lies along the eastern side of the Grenz Glacier, and we
picked our way carefully for fear of dislodging the huge
boulders which lay in gigantic profusion everywhere. One of
these moraines would be thought quite a sizeable hill in England.
After a little scree-ing during which we endangered our lanterns
and our throats with the flailing ice-axes, we stepped on to the
glacier. Here we roped up. Elementary just as falling down
one of the 20-foot-wide crevasses which stretch dark fingers
across the glacier at this point would have been. However,
the path to be taken was sufficiently obvious even in that dim
light, for the crevasses were not so close together here as
to constitute the maze they formed higher up.
Before long the first glimmer of day began to transform the
mountains from two-dimensional silhouettes against the stars
to three-dimensional forms of ethereal beauty. The snow on
the heights began to glow with a vivid light that suggested
it was luminous in itself. The Lyskamm, a beautiful mountain
of sculptured snow, glowed so brightly that it threw the
reflected light of the morning down on to the glacier before us.
All around us the mountains were taking shape, and above the
clouds over Zermatt we could see the Weisshorn and its
attendant peaks appearing. Across the glacier to our right rose
a wall of steep rocks, looking ferociously unassailable. Thesewere the northern ramparts of the Breithorn, and concealed the
mountain itself from our view.
By this time we were approaching the first ice-fall, and
moving more carefully as we drew near to it. These ice-falls
occur where a glacier falls over a precipice in its rocky bed;
they are always well crevassed, and the spectacle of destruction
they present to a beginner's eyes might well cause him to wish
for a more sedate hobby. Not so the novice who, drugged
by their beauty, has already become a mountain addict; rather
does his desire increase, and his eyes sparkle at the prospect
of the coming battle with snow and ice or so he imagines
it will be. In reality the fall turned out to be a steep snowslope, much crevassed, through which we managed to follow
a devious route.
The crux of this part of our venture began when we were
confronted with a ten-foot-wide crevasse far too long to walk
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round. By walking along it (not too near the edge) we found
a large flake rearing itself up from the depths to form a bridge
twenty feet long and two feet wide across the crevasse. We
examined it and decided to cross by it. We used two ropes in
order to allow enough spare rope between us. Bona crossed
first, picking his way slowly, while we safeguarded him with
axes buried deep in the snow. Sigi and Hrutz followed with
an agility that comes only with practice. Once on the other side
they began to pass instructions back to me. I felt quite sure
of myself, not nervous but supremely thrilled.
I had read dozens of times about this moment in other
people's climbing careers. Now it was happening to me: I
was crossing my first crevasse. 1 stepped gingerly on to the
flake, and began to imbibe every step like pure wine an
exquisite pleasure which was rudely disturbed by an unpleasant
C-R-E-A-K ! from the bowels of the glacier. Without waiting
for more I threw wine to the winds and made a quick dash for
the " shore," where my companions were doubled up with mirth.
While I vainly tried to convince them of my narrow escape
they explained that what I had heard was the " voice of the
glacier." Yes I remembered now reading about the " creaks "
and "groans" of glaciers. We stayed to hear some more and
were treated to a few desultory grunts. The noises are not loud
but are rather fascinating, showing as they do the continuous
forward march of the glacier. When Scheuzer compared the
glaciers to " fearful dragons" he lacked no apt-ness in the
similes he pretended were truths though I would alter " fearful " to " friendly" in describing the Grenz Glacier on the
day we ascended it.
Above the ice-fall we found ourselves on a smooth neve
which led onward for about a kilometre to the foot of the second
ice-fall.
And now a new delight was added to our adventure. My
first intimation of it was when my eye was caught by a flash
of brightness to my right. Looking round, I beheld to my
intense joy and wonderment a snowy shoulder of the Breithorn
tinged with the most delicate Alpine pink. As we watched, the
peaks above Zermatt suddenly took fire, each one adding to
the scene until the whole gamut of peaks harmonised in a
symphony of a diamond light. We stood silently until my
companions' cries of Wumdersehon \ and Bona's continual Prima \
broke the spell. Then we turned and plodded on up the neve
Bona had a habit of lapsing into Italian, and was constantly
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crying- Att-enziane\ to me at the first sign of crevassed ice, so
that I was given no chance at all of being careless.
As we came nearer to the upper ice-fall we decided to
breakfast, and taking out our sandwiches, fruit and chocolate,
began to eat. Bona melted some snow in his Meta stove to
make Ovaltine, and while it was heating handed round some
blocks of solid Ovaltine and dextrose, which were very stimulating. The Ovaltine came to a sad end, for while Bona was
stoking the stove with Meta fuel he dropped some into the
water, and it had to be jettisoned on to the glacier amid
derisive groans from his unsympathetic party.
I wished now that I had brought some jam with which to
make the "jam snow" so beloved of our predecessors on the
hills. Next time I shall not forget this little luxury. I found
that occasional sweets, raisins, or dextrose aided considerably
the plodding progress up the neve.
The upper part of the neve was covered with avalanche
debris, and in view of this we ascended the ice-fall further to
the right than we should have done. This led us up very steep
slopes, past huge broken blocks and over crevasses completely
bridged with snow and sometimes fifteen feet or more across;
a very unsafe procedure we thought this, though we exercised
all the safety tactics known to us. Then the unexpected
happened. We carne over the crest of an icy knoll, and before
our eyes was an enormous bergschrund. It was fully forty feet
across, and its upper edge, opposite to us, was overhung with
a thick curtain of snow. The sight of this caused us to keep
away from the near edge in case it also was corniced.
We began to think we might not reach our summit, for
we could easily lose two hours by trying to circumnavigate this
obstacle. However, we started to walk along it in the hope of
finding some way across. This undertaking was no Sunday
" promenade." It required, indeed, strict attention to our
movements.
As I have said, we kept as far as we could from the edge
in case it collapsed, while we successfully negotiated several
crevasses which crossed our path to join up with the bergschnmd
beneath their seemingly innocent snow coverings. In one such
crevasse the snow covering sagged for fifteen feet or more,
necessitating step-cutting down one side and up the other, with
the possibility that the whole might go hurtling down into
the bergschnmd carrying its unfortunate passenger with it.
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However, we crossed it safely, the snow being quite firm. We
were half a kilometre away from our original position on the
berg&ckrund when we saw, at last, a possible way across it.
There had been a fall of snow from the opposite side, and
this had formed a small pyramid with its base towards us and
its tip about a foot away from the opposite wall. Sigi and
Hrutz strapped on their crampons and began to cross, while
Bona and I stood on the lip of the schnmd and photographed
their progress. Hrutz cut steps up the pyramid, and this
brought him to the base of the huge overhang which would
give access to the steep slope above. He next cut steps up
this nearly vertical wall, digging his axe in ahead of him to
give him purchase. The slope eased until he was able to run
up it, flushed with hard work and success, while we cheered
his grand effort. When well belayed he was able to safeguard
our progress, which, since all the steps were ready for us,
was comparatively easy. While I was crossing I noticed the
imposing walls of the bergstchrund glowing with a most wonderful deep green. This beautiful hue illumined the under-side
of the overhang, making the scene so enthralling that the
dangers of the crossing were forgotten.
We all felt encouraged by this success, and raced upward
over the now nearly level slopes to the Felikjoch, a col which
lies between the Lyskamm and the Zwillinge. From it we looked
down into the valleys of Italy with their wooded mountainsides
and tiny farms. All that remained to accomplish now was a
final hour's climb up a crisp snow edge, along which runs the
frontier. We met an Italian party on their descent, and
exchanged greetings; they spoke enthusiastically of the view
from the summit.
As we gained the top, the surrounding mountains seemed to
rise with us until, when we stepped on to the snow-peak which
formed the summit, they stood around us with all the splendour
I had imagined. Far to the south we could see Monte Viso
rising above a distant bank of clouds over Turin, and to the
west Mont Blanc and the mountains of France. Nearer to us
on the west were Pollux and the Breithorn, and slightly to the
South rose the now strangely dwarfed Matterhorn. Similar in
shape and near to the latter lay the Dent d'Herens, showing
its rocky profile to advantage in the clear atmosphere. At
our feet to the north lay the Gorner Glacier, winding its
enormous length down the valley towards Zermatt, while behind
it the Dom and the Taschhorn towered massively. Eastward
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was the Lyskamm, a shining mountain of snow glittering in
bright sunshine, in glorious contrast to a sky of deepest blue.
We stayed on the summit for an hour enjoying the magnificent views, and then began the descent. On the way down
to the Felikjoch Bona began to instruct me in the gentle art
of flinging myself over one side of the crest should he fall
over the other. Fortunately there was no neeed to put the
lesson into practice. I was glad of this, because the mountain
fell away in almost vertical slopes ending in precipices overhanging the neves.
We did not have to cross our bergschrwnd again, for we
kept close to the Lyskamm and descended over the avalanche
debris which had turned our path earlier in the day. Once below
this we made an excellent Dace and were soon crossing the
lower part of the Grenz Glacier. It was interesting to notice
that all the old dirty snow we walked on was safe, while newer
snow was liable to open up and let us through. The snow was
much softer now, due to the intense sunshine.
We arrived at the Betempshutte at two o'clock, having
travelled for eleven hours and enjoyed every one of them. After
being regaled with a feast which a fifth member of our party
(D. Shutz) had prepared, we adjourned for the rest of the day
to the rocks behind the hut and gratefully absorbed the warming rays which were disclosing to us more of the changing
glories of the mountains as the sun sank into the west.

And Vishnu answered: " The pleasure that exists in mountains is greater
than that of animate beings, for they feel no heat, nor cold, nor pain, nor anger,
nor fear, nor pleasure. We three Gods Brahma, Vishnu and Siva will reside
in the earth as mountains for the benefit of mankind."
Hindu Legend of Creation.
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